
SELENIUM 

------- 

DAY7 

---- 

Screenshot 

scrollup and scrolldown 

 

QUESTIONS(Theory) 

----------------- 

1.How will you take a screenshot in selenium? 

2.For what reason we have to take screenshot? 

3.Whether TakesScreenshot is a class or interface? 

4.In what place the screenShot will store  in default? 

5.Write a code to perform Screenshot? 

6.Whether FileUtils is a class or interface? 

7.Supoose we want to change the location of the Screenshot What can we do? 

8.What is javaScript? 

9.Write a code for the scrollUp and scrollDown? 

10.In which method scrollUp and scrollDown take place? 

11.Whether JavaScript is a class or interface? 

    

QUESTIONS(Practical) 

-------------------- 

QUESTION 1 

---------- 

URL : http://www.greenstechnologys.com/ 

 

NOTE: Take screenshot of homepage. 

 

QUESTION 2 

---------- 

URL : http://toolsqa.com/ 

 

NOTE: Go to down of the webpage using scrolldown. 

 

QUESTION 3 

----------- 

URL : http://toolsqa.com/ 

 

NOTE: Go to up of the webpage using scrollup. 

 

QUESTION 4 

---------- 

URL : http://www.greenstechnologys.com/ 

 

NOTE: Scroll Down and Take the screenshot of the overall review stars. 

 

QUESTION 5 

---------- 

URL : http://greenstech.in/selenium-course-content.html 

 

NOTE: Take the screenshot of the recent job opening Use scrolldown to go to 

bottom of webpage. 

               

QUESTION 6 

---------- 

URL : http://greenstech.in/selenium-course-content.html 

 

NOTE: Take the screenshot of Best Selenium training institute in Adayar use 

scrolldown to go to bottom of webpage. 

 



QUESTION 7 

---------- 

URL : http://greenstech.in/selenium-course-content.html 

 

NOTE: Click HTC global services take the screenshot of first 1 

0 questions. 

 

QUESTION 8 

---------- 

URL : http://greenstech.in/selenium-course-content.html 

 

NOTE: In testpaper click day 6 Take the Screenshot of 2 nd qns(program) use 

scrolldown 

              

QUESTION  9 

------------ 

URL : https://www.flipkart.com/ 

 

NOTE: Search iphone and click 1st  phone and take the screenshot. 

 

QUESTION 10 

----------- 

URL : https://www.amazon.in/ 

 

NOTE: Search motorolo and click 4 phone and  take the screenshot. 

 

QUESTION 11 

----------- 

URL : https://www.flipkart.com/ 

 

NOTE: Shop any mobiles you want and add it to cart.Take the screenshot of  

amount to be payable. 

               

QUESTION 12 

----------- 

URL : https://www.snapdeal.com/ 

 

NOTE: search HP laptop and take the screenshot of it. 

               

 


